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Activist archivists 
The Cinematheque quevecoise: 

a quarter century of conservation, 
dedication 
BY MARY J. MARTIN 

A 
nirnals, fish, amoeba - they don't 
usually need much storage space 
except for winter pro\~sions and room 
to breed. They don't squirrel aside 
memories and history in a panic to not 

forget, to not lose track of the past, the way we 
feel we must Because we are stuck with this 
preoccupation, we sometimes find omselves 
applauding those who collect well- those who 
do it for us. Bag ladies carrying remnants of their 
personality aren't really so very fa r away from 
the achievements celebrated this year on the 
25th anniversary of the Cinematheque 
quebecoise, 

The Cinematheque's mandate is essentially 
the answer to any and all wishes 01 anybody 
connected with movies, within the boundaries 
of certain differences in tastes. It reaches all 
levels, from fans to dilettantes to masters. 
Through the acquisition and preservation of 
films and their documentation, and through 
making these available to the public, the 
Cinematheque hopes to promote greater 
awareness and understanding 01 the art and 

Mary J. Martill is a MOlltreal-based free lallce writer. 

industry that is film. With ever-expanding 
archives at its core, the work of unveiling and 
iUuminating reaches outwards. 

Conceived by a group 01 Montreal-based 
cinephiles, the Cinematheque quebecoise 
passed through some revolutionary times in 
Quebec politics and, at the outset, operated 
within a certain ideology that made up some of 
the members' intentions. Since 1972, as curator 
and director, Robert Daudelin has nurtured the 
growth of the Cinematheque This past spring, 
St€phane Leclerc was appointed to undertake 
the management responsibili ties, while 
Daudelin became the director of the collections, 
perfomung something akin to what artistic 
directors do for theatres. "My territory now 
covers the collections, public screenings, and the 
publications. " he says. "Anything that touches 
on the domain of film culture. " 

Daudelin sets the tone 
While Daudelin says that much of the work is 
done in a cooperative spirit among the various 
full- and part-time employees, the members and 
volunteers, the board of directors, and himself, 
it seems that Daudelin has nonetheless set the 
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A
rchives reflect their environment. 
Montreal is a sympathetic city, a 
breath of fresh air amidst the 

plastic conformity of North America. To 
the visitor the Archive exudes the same 
warmth. The library is full ofresearchers, 
the theatres' concern are both cultural 
and cosmopolitan. There are numerous 
in-house publications in the foyer which 
show that original research is a high 
priority, and the exhibition area actually 
has changing exhibitions. 

From a film point of view the 
Cinematheque quebecoise is always 
associated with animation. Every 
archive should add a specialist concern to 
its responsibility for safeguarding 
heritage. !-think this interest in 
animation also contributes to the 
environment. HumoUr is a necessary 
ingredient to all activities. Also, 
animation bridges the gap between the 
pre.dnema toy and the cinema itself. It is 
there£orel'erfectly logical to find tha t the 
Cinematheque has an important 

. collection of pre-cinema and cinema 
apparatus and ephemera. 

An archive is also influenced by its 
I am envious of Robert 
because he seems, even during 

period when he was Secretary 
of FlAF, to take administration 

stride and have energy left for the 
itself. In the Good Archive 
the Cinematheque quebecoise 

have sevetal stars, 

FrancisJ 
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tone for the past 16 years. His most obvious 
influence springs from his personal film 
preferences. ''I'm much more curious about 
films d'al/tel/ I' than about large, commercial films. 
Of course this has nothing to do with our 
archival policy. " He says this by way of 
explaining the recent revitalized contacts with 
anglophone filmmakers outside Quebec. In the 
'60s and 70s, the Cinematheque paid much 
more attention to them, both to their drama and 
documentary productions. "For example, very , 
early on, the Cinematheque honored Th is HOIlI' 
has Sellell Days, and we were the first to save films 
by Larry Kent," Daudelin says. Then for a 
while, "especially in Toronto, the industry was 
oriented towards commercial films for what has 
been quite a number of years, and this was 
helped by Telefilm Canada. I don't think it 
succeeded very well, and then suddenly there 
was some hope - A Will tel' Tall , Family Viewillg, 
Mel'l11aids - all at once lit's wonderful because 
these are new fil l11s d'a l/tell l' all over again. These 
are original, novel, and they don't have this 
suicidal preoccupation with having an American 
actor or aiming at the American box office. " 

• 

A room of one's own 
The long bureaucratic shuffle to having all the 
services ( excluding vaults) under one roof 
ended successfully in 1982 when the Cine
matheque quebecoise moved into its downtown 
Montreal location. In this renovated school, 
paid for with a 25-year mortgage backed by the 
Quebec provincial government, there is a 
research library with material dating from 1895, 
and debatably the most comprehensive file of 
film press clippings in Canada. The state-of-the
art Claude Jutra Theatre, where more than 500 
times a year films are shown, undergoes tests 
every week or so. "As a film museum, we must 
make certain that people can see films from all 
eras, just as they were intended to be seen," says 
Daudelin. This includes respecting the film 
ratio, and having a piano player at as many of the 
silent films as possible. There is also an 
exhibition space with frequently changing 
displays. Of course, the administrative offices 
are located in this building as well. 

Outside of town a little, in Boucherville, are 
the archival vaults. Before the construction of 
these vaults, the Cinematheque quebecoise' 

The workshop at the Boucherville storage site 
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In many ways 1963 was an. auspicious 
year for cinema in Canada : Claude 
Jutra's A Tout Prendre and Don 

Owen's Nobody Waved Goodbye were both 
released that year and they are definite 
milestones in the historical development 
of the feature film in both official 
languages. It is appropriate, therefore, 
that the Cinematheque was established 
that year to conserve Frenc~-Ianguage 
film and to promote and develop the art 
of the film in Quebec. 

At first glance the Cinematheque's 
mandate for the acquisition and 
conservation of films produced in 
Quebec would appear to conflict with 
that of the Moving Image and Sound 
Archives in building a national 
collection, but in fact the two programs 
have been co-ordinated to ensure that as 
many films as possible have been 
protected for all Canadians with no 
duplication of effort. 

Quiet efficiency and economical 
solution to problems have always been 
characteristic of the Cinematheque's 
operations over the years, and the 
dedication of a small staff have enabled 
them to make a contribution to Quebec's 
cultural life out of all proportion to their 
numbers (or the Cinematheque's always 
inadequate budget! ). For the Cine
matheque has served this generation in 
making the rich resources of Quebecois 
and world cinema accessible to its theatre 
audiences as well as the generations to 
come in safeguarding the patrimony in 
film and television. 

I join with my colleagues at the 
National Archives, and my colleagues at 
the Canadian Centre for Advanced Film 
Studies in saluting the achievements of 
the first quarter cen tury and to wish them 
every success in the years to come. 

Sam Kula, 
Director of the Moving Image and Sound 
Archives Division, National Archives 



C
ould it be that lYe aren't rich 
enough to afford a cinematheque? 
The Peruvians, Yugoslavs, the 

Cubans, the Greeks. , . have theirs, " 
This is what I wrote 25 years ago. What 

a road we've travelled since! 
, .• We haven't finished dreaming 

about it, our cinematheque. For months 
a " small committee" has met with the 
same passion as another used to meet 25 
years agoto imagine the dnematheque of 
the next 25 years: this magnificent 
project of a 'Museum of Moving Images.' 

I don'! know what this project will be, 
but it makes me dream : " An immense 
light space with doors, where we open 
those which interest us to find ourselves 
in small rooms, medium-sized rooms, or 
very sman rooms; rooms where the 
screen takes up a wall or a ceiling or a 
whole space; rooms for black and white, 
others for colour; rOOms for animation, 
documentary films, fiction films, art 
films, peaceful rooms, electrk rooms; 
rooms where we watch standing up, or 
sitting, or lying down, or on our knees 
(the very small ones) and on downy-soft 
'prie-cinemas'! rooms, rooms, rooms, 
where the young and the not-soyoung 
enrich themselves, partaking in the 
thousand ana one human experiences 
lived in Quebec . .. anain the three other 
corners of the planet. " 

Who couId have foreseen the road we 
have travelled in 25 years ? 

Who can foresee the road we will ttavel 
during the next 25 years? 

Bit d' indt, I can'l wait to see it. 

RC)(k Demtrs 
Founding member and producer 
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acquisitions were sca ttered from Washington, 
D. C. to the National Archives in Ottawa to the 
NFB offices in Montreal. These vaults " respond 
to the most modern standards of conserva tion, " 
Daudelin says, "and with the recent $1,175,000 
provincial grant, they will be quadrupled in size 
and have the addition of cold storage chambers I" 

At a recent meeting in Montreal of the 
executive of the International Federation of Film 
Archives (FIAF), members from all over this 
planet praised the Cinematheque and its storage 
facilities, Eileen Bowser, curator 01 New York's 
Museum oIModernArt(MOMA) film collec tion 
claimed to be envious of the Boucherville 
installations. "Our vaults aren't that good yet, " 
she grieves, "In addition the Cinematheque 
quebecoise has looked all around the world and 
they have seen where there are some gaps in 
their archives, and animation certainly was a 
good idea in my opinion. (The Cinematheque 
has the world's largest collection of animated 
films, ) They've also emphasized a lot of Third 
World productions - they take up the slack 
wherever they can find it. " 

Guido Cincotti of the Cineteca nazional in 
Rome used terms like" great importance," 
"es timable work" and" remarkable" to describe 
the Cinematheque's results, Portugal's Luis de 
Pina enjoys Irequentcontact with Montreal, and 
three years ago had a Quebecois film festival in 
Lisbon, UCLA's Film and Television Archives' 
director, Bob Rosen, admires the " relationship 

between archives and programming and how 
mutually supportive they are, The Cine
ma theque quebecoise does this extraordinarily 
well, " 

Many filmmakers 01 in terna tional note have 
been invited to visi t the Cinematheque. In 1963, 
Jean Renoir graced the firs t year of the 
institution, Since then the likes 01 Jean Dreville, 
Tahar Cheri'aa ofTunisia, Bob Clampett, Arthur 
Penn, Frank Capra, and Johan van der Keuken, 
among a wide varie ty 01 others, have come to 
MontreaL often lor retrospectives in their honor, 
or tha t honor their specialty or country of origin. 

Bougeoisification? 
The Cinematheque'S Canadian reputation has 
much to do with its being the oldest Canadian 
film institute of its kind, and the only one in 
Canada that is a member of F1AF. Iolande 
Rossignol, past-president of the board of 
directors, current board member, and now head 
01 independent television drama at Radio-Cana
da notes that, " the 'cinematheques' in 
Vancouver and Winnipeg are young, and aren't 
really yet cinematheques because they're not 
really archives. And the vaults necessary for 
archives are such complex things. , , they call for 
enormously specialized conditio.ns, " Rossignol 
feels that while the Cinematheque does provide 
the technical advice requested, it lacks the 
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I 
worked for five years at the 
Cinematheque, from 1969 to 1974, ata 
time when a documentation centre on 

film and Canadian filmmakers amounted 
to the four empty drawers of two filing 
cabinets and several boxes filled with 
press clippings, typed notes and 
manuscripts, photographs . " Francoise 
Jaubeit was director; Robert Daudelin 
would soon be taking over. GiseJe Cote 
was everyone's assistant and Carmen 
Rivard took care of the books, 

Everything was upside-down in that 
hole-in-the-wall. There was no 
living-room; everything was Hin the 
kitchenn

• The only thing which was 
there was the passion for film which 
inspired this team, feeding its work, 
screenings, and the company of the 

! filmmakers who created this 
cinematheque. 

Quebec film and filmmakers owe a lot 
to the Cinematheque. Beyond the 
painstaking work of conservation, 
archive-making, research and publishing 
which never cease to enrich our 
cinematographic heritage and which 
make it an exceptional place 01 reference, 
the Cinematheque was and continues to 
be the only real driving force of 
cinematographic continuity in 
Quebec., . 

But this cinematheque didn't happen 
by itself. Behind all this activity and 
events there is a remarkable team which 
is still in the kitchen and which has 
succeeded, under Robert Daudelin's 
direction, to put what was upside-down 
in order. We cannot celebrate the 25 
years of the Cinematheque without 
paying homage to them. After years of 
work this passionate team hasbecomean 
irreplaceable group of specialists and 
researchers ... They are the 
Onematheque. Anditlsbeca.useoflhem 
that the Onematheque wiIlalw.ys be my 
alma maier. 

Carol Faaclter 
Administrator, 
National Film Board 
(TlIlll$lafed (rotrt!fle fmd by N4I1tIIi 
Guttlflll1lj 



creative contact with English-Canadian 
filmmakers. "Montreal isn't a city open to 
Canadian (English-language) films. " She too 
cites Mel?1U!ids and Family Viewillg as having 
increased the communication. The directors of 
those two films became members of the 
Cinematheque by invitation (the only way at the 
moment to become a member ). But she 
considers this approach too random. "The 
Cinematheque must depend on something a 
little more systematic in the use 01 its collections 
for more frequent screenings 01 English-Cana
dian talent. But the situation is already getting 
better. " 

Rossignol also suggests that positive change is 
coming because "of those people who; at the 
time of the beginnings 01 the Cinematheque, 
were very left-wing, have now changed their 
attitudes. It's not necessarily the values that 
have changed, but the way they deal with the 
public. That's really changed. "For her, this was 
well illustrated in the 25th anniversary gala at 
Montreal's Place des Arts, a fairly bourgeois 
concert hall. Whereas 25 years ago, even 15 
years ago, there would have been some 
straggling collectivity of filmmakers going to 
watch some private screening ... somewhere, 
here there were a variety of classes and in terests 
willing to pay up to $100 per ticket to see the 
North American premiere of New Babyloll, a 
restored 1929 silent film from the-Soviet Union 
about the Paris commune. Chamber group I 
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Norman McLaren's eloquent 
tribute to the Cinematheque quebecoise 

Musici de Montreal performed the original 
Shostakovitch score. 

"It was good," Rossignol says. "It's 
important that different people end up at the 
same place. That's the dialectic. The different 

• 

poles well represented, and the people talk to 
one another. It's very Important to invite a wider 
audience to participate. " 

What's important to Daudelin now is to reach 
the public with as many elements of the 
collections as possible. "I t's not because we're 
nuts about fi lm that makes us save crates of 
film s. We conserve them so that they can be 
seen. From now on, along with our conservation 
and acquisition work, much of our effort will be 
directed at projects connected with the idea of 
access. " He talks of the poster collection 
containing some implacable pieces from France 
in the '305, sound tracks, p)-,otographs, over 100 
years of film and photographic equipment, and 
the films themselves. There are two cross-Cana
da tours planned for 1989 : The Great Canadian 
Cartoon, a collechon of animated films of the last 
15 years from outside the National Film Board, 
and The Unknown Norman McLaren, made up 
of experiments McLaren made before shooting 
some films, and of just plain experiments. 

While the Board of Directors examines 
feasibility studies for a Museum of Moving 
Images to find funding and space for the 
physical futures of the Cinematheque 
quebecoise, Quebec's filmmakers maintain the 
always-close ties with the Cinematheque, and 
more and more English-speaking Canadian 
filmmakers from outside and within Quebec 
develop and solidify contact with the Cine
matheque. In December, Daudelin has plans to 
show eight recent films from Toronto and 
Halifax. "We simply have to look very closely at 
what people like Rozema, Egoyan, and 
MacGillivray are doing because there's 
something new going on in English-language 
film production. That's for certain." • 

Jean Renoir, subject of the cinematheque's first tribute 

Some Facts 
Dates 
1963: Founded as Connaissance du film 
196+ Changed name to Cinematheque 

I canadienne 
1967: Dedde on specializations: Quebec 

filmmakers, and animation 
Requested to O'eate film pavilion 
at Expo 67 

1968: Bilingual newsletter instituted: 
Nouveau cinema canadien/New 
Canadian Film 

1971: Name changed to Cinematheque 
quebecoise 

1975 : Storage facilities at Boucherville. 
First of their kind in Canada. 375 , 
nr 

1979: Robert Daudelin bemmes first 
North American Secretary General 
lor International Federation of 
Film Archives (F1AF) 
Begin publishing Capie Zero, a 
French-language thematic 
magazine 

1981: Produce an exhibition at the 
request o£ the Montreal Museum 
of Fine Arts Museum entitled 
"L'Art du cinema d'animation" 

1982 : Acquire own building 

Budgets 
(a private, non-praiit corporation) 
1963-6-1 $7600 
1972-73; $124 m 
1988-89: $1 600 000 (approx, ) 

Staff 
25 full-time 
Membership : over 400 

Collections 
22,000 Quebec, Canadian, and foreign 

films , including .j 000 animated 
films 

8 000 iilm posters 
200 000 photos 

JOO pieces of film apparatus dating 
from 1870 (Canada's ani\' 
historical Cinematograph'\, 
collection) 

-\,500 manusO'ipts, scripts, docu
ments, sets, soundtracks. 




